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u How do we become                                 people? 
 
Israel 
u Israel recapitulates the                  of their forefathers, rather than 

repen                                 of the generational sin that got them where 
they are today. 

 
u This is Israel’s                rebellion against Moses in the wilderness. (See 

11:1; 12:1; 14:1-2; 16:1-3; 16:41; 20:3; 21:5) 
 
u Israel needs a true and better                        . 
 
 
 
 

Moses 
u We are learning how to live with                                   and faithfulness 

on the journey in the wilderness. 
 
 
Moses 
u What God commands:                    the staff,                               the 

people,                       to the rock. 
 
u What Moses does:                    the staff,                               the people, 

re                         the people,                           the rock. 
 
u Moses is God’s                             to the people, his authoritative            

a                                        . 
 
Jesus 
u Jesus is the true and better                    , who faithfully leads us into 

God’s                  . 
 
u Jesus is the true and better                   that was struck, who quenches 

our                            souls. (See 1 Corinthians 10:4, “that rock was Christ”) 
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Life in the Wilderness 
Striking the Rock (Numbers 20) 

Luke Martin 

Copies of today’s message can be downloaded at www.cherryhillsfamily.org .©LukeMartin2020 

When there is a prophet among you, I, the Lord, reveal myself to 
them in visions, I speak to them in dreams. But this is not true of my 
servant Moses; he is faithful in all my house. With him I speak face to 

face, clearly and not in riddles; he sees the form of the Lord. 
(Numbers 12:6-8) 
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